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Authentication Link: A Novel Authentication
Architecture in IoT/IoB Environment
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Abstract—The authentication is the process of determining
whether someone or something is, and there are many authentica-
tion methods for digital environment. The digital authentication
is divided into three main categories, ’What you have’, ’What
you know’, and ’Who you are’. Furthermore, there are multi-
factor authentications using a combination of two or more
of these. However, these methods are always exposed to the
risk of forgery, tampering, and stealing. This paper proposes
a novel authentication architecture that is suitable for Internet
of Things (IoT) and Internet of Behaviors (IoB) environment. In
the aspect of technology, the proposed architecture is token based
authentication method. However, this architecture is continuous,
mimics real analog world, and has the advantage of being
immediately recognizable in counterfeiting.

Index Terms—Authentication, Authentication Link, Authenti-
cation Token, Internet of Things (IoT), Internet of Behaviors
(IoB).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE AUTHENTICATION is the process of determining
whether someone or something is [1]. There are many

authentication methods for digital systems. The digital authen-
tication is verifying a someone or something to allow access to
data or systems and that is divided into three main categories,
’What you have’, ’What you know’, and ’Who you are’ [2].
The knowledge factor is ’What you know’. This approaches
such as ID and password are low-reliability method because
password can be lost, stolen, or guessed [3]. The ownership
factor is ’What you have’. This approaches such as ID card
can be stolen. The inference factor is ’Who you are’, in
other words biometrics. This approaches such as finger print,
retina requires specialized equipment and have malfunction
[4]. Furthermore, there are multi-factor authentications using a
combination of two [5]–[7] or more of these [8], [9]. However,
these methods are always exposed to the risk of forgery,
tampering, and stealing.

The main advantage of IoT is that everything could be
connected to a network and communicate each other. However,
as a result, the security threat also increases in a very diverse
IoT environment, and countermeasures to compensate for it
are needed. [10], [11].

The proposed authentication architecture supports a human-
to-device communication and also device-to-device communi-
cation technology [14].

J. Ma et al [15] and D. Sahraoui et al [16] define an each
identities for real world and cyber space, and the relation of
identities between real world and cyber space is organized
[17]. However, the proposed Authentication Link dose not
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discrete the real world and cyber space. Rather than the
Authentication Link combines the identities by continuous
authentication in IoT networks.

What’s even worse is that in many cases the digital crime
is not reveal. The major reason is that there is enough time
gap between the previous authentication and the next au-
thentication. In this paper, a novel authentication architecture
using token is proposed for IoT and IoB environment. This
Authentication Link is continuous and has the advantage of
being immediately recognizable in counterfeiting.

II. AUTHENTICATION LINK

A. Main Ideas

The proposed Authentication Link is originated from the
philosophical consideration of existence. All objects, including
human beings, can exist only in one place at a time. However,
the all actual objects are the results of its past and interaction
with surrounding other objects. The identity of an object is
in its final existence itself. Obviously the existence of an
actual object is equivalent to the past object and its concerned
interactions. Therefore, to prove the identity of present object,
it is enough to show that the shortly past object and the
interactions with the surrounding environment were correct.

In Eq.(1), the letter S is a person or an object to authenticate,
and the letter t is time stamp. The time stamp interval could
be very short or could have some duration. The letter O1, O2,
and On are the surrounding objects of a person or an object
for authentication. The operator ⊙ means interaction between
both operands.

St ⊙O1t + St ⊙O2t + · · ·+ St ⊙Ont
→ St+1. (1)

therefore, when the time index is adjusted, it can be expressed
by the following equation.

St = St−1 ⊙
n∑

i=1

Oit−1
. (2)

Obviously, there are interactions between objects, but the
Eq.(1) and (2) are described an identity for a person or a
specific object represented by letter S. Based on the above
Eq.(1) and (2), additional inferences can be possible that if
we know the past state of someone(St−1) and state of all
surrounding objects(Ot1 , Ot2 , · · · , Otn ), the present and future
state of a person can be accurately derived. And also in the
same way, if we know the present state(St) of someone exactly,
we can excavate the past states of someone and all surrounding
objects accurately.
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Fig. 1. The states of existence, surrounding objects, and time

The Fig.1 shows the examples of real life and interactions
with surrounding objects. At t− 3 time, the St−3 state person
interacted with Ot−3 objects(a mobile phone, a car, a parking
system and a building). The results of these interactions and
the St−3 state person formed the St−2 state person. Regarding
this, in order to confirm the existence of St−2 state person, it is
sufficient to show that the existence of St−3 and its interactions
are correct. At the same way, the last or present St state person
is formed from St−1 and interactions of Ot−1 objects. These
are routine and continuous. When the time stamp interval is
wide, the interaction objects would be increased, and when the
interval is narrow, the interaction objects would be reduced.

B. Operational Concept

Theoretically, as shown in the Eq.2 and the Fig.1, all
past interactions should be verified, but the Authentication
Link architecture in IoT/IoB environment proposes to verify
only one past interaction. The verification of multiple past
interactions leads to increase network traffic and complex
protocols in the IoT/IoB environment. However, multiple past
interactions could be taken into account for higher level
authentication implementations, or against an anomaly for only
one interaction.

The Fig.2 originated from [9], [12], [13] shows the IoT
environment for the Authentication Link. Here are some
scenarios for identity authentication. When an Authentication
Link user returns home, home security requests the user’s
identity from the means of transportation, either a car or a
public transportation, or a payment machine of the grocery
store that is used credit card to stop by on the way home from
work. After that, when the user wants to watch a movie using
a home theater, the authentication system of the home theater
in a login procedure requests home security to verify the user
identity.

The authentication link has a contextual connection between
present authentication and past authentication. In the same
way, the past is connected with more past. Going back,
the first authentication is required, which was issued by the

Fig. 2. IoT Environment [9], [12], [13]

certificate authority in off-line. The first authentication is can
be abrogated and reissued for appropriate reasons.

C. Operational Procedures

The Fig.3 shows the authentication sequences for some
user. The payment machine images are used, but the all IoT
devices can be such as mobile phone, personal computers,
parking systems or other public services. The blue colored
procedures(②ID Validation Request, ⑤PIN) are optional. The
operational procedures are explained based on the Fig.3.

1) Connecting: The user connects an IoT device for some
service with token that was created from past IoT device. The
token contains ‘User ID’, past token generation IoT ‘Device
Address’, token generation ‘Time’, and ‘Token ID’ at time t
from past IoT device.

2) ID validation requesting: The present IoT device reads
the contents of token, and requests the current user identity
validation to the past IoT device using the ‘Device Address’.
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Fig. 3. Operational concept diagram

The validation request message includes the ‘User ID’, ‘Time’,
and ‘Token’. As the Fig.3, the blue colored ②ID Validation
Request can be occurred when the user contacts the same
device after some service, or the duration of service is long
enough at the same device with the ④Token Update procedure.

3) Validation Reporting: The past device maintain a val-
idation list for reporting to the validation request of present
device. There are three kinds of validation responses. The first
is ‘Valid’, the second is ‘Invalid’, and the last is ‘Time out’.
The validation function and validation list management will
be described at the Sec.II-D and the Sec.II-E each.

4) Token Updating: When a service is terminated or a
service time is long enough, the ‘Token Update’ procedure
is occurred. The present device changes the ‘Device Address’
from past device address to the own address and generates a
new ‘token ID’ at time t. The ‘Time’ is time used for token
generation. The token generation function will be described at
Sec.II-D.

5) PIN Issuing: This is optional or alternative procedure.
When a user want to adapt a multi-factor authentication, and
there is a suitable input facility at the authentication IoT
devices, the PIN can be issued. If the IoT network is broken,
this PIN can be used for user authentication like a basic token-
based authentication.

D. Token Structure

The Authentication Link is token-based method. The Table
I shows the data elements for the Authentication Link token.

1) User ID: The user ID and first token could be issued
by certificate authority only. The user ID can be incremental
integer number or like a common user ID for internet portal
site. An user e-mail address is also possible.

2) Device Address and Device ID: The ‘Device Address’
is network address like as IP address. The present device is
able to send a validation request message to the past device
using this ‘Device Address’ in Authentication Link network.
When the present device generates a ‘Token’ at time t, the

TABLE I
THE DATA ELEMENTS OF ACCESS TOKEN AT TIME t

1 User ID The number of user generated from certificate
authority

2 Device Address The previous device network address who cre-
ates the Tt value at time t

3 Time Token generation time at time t

4 Tokent The token ID value for access token at time t

5 PINt Optional number, one time personal identity
number at time t

‘Device Address’ is updated to the present device address. In
the Authentication Link, the IoT devices are participants as an
operator for authentication. The ‘Device ID’ is defined for the
each Authentication Link network and this ID should not be
opened to public for security. This ‘Device ID’ is unique at a
network like as MAC address, and stored in the device only.
The token generation function(tgf , see Eq.3) uses the ‘Device
ID’ for token generation.

3) Time: The ‘Time’ is time when the ‘Token’ generated
and it can be a UNIX or UTC time. It depends on the
Authentication Link network design and this is also used
for token generation function(tgf , see Eq.3). Because of the
‘Time’ value generation and the validation conduct at the same
device, the device does not need time synchronization for
Authentication Link network.

4) Token: The token is the value that determines whether
the user’s identity is valid or not for the device that requested
authentication. The token is generated by token generation
function(tgf , see Eq.3), and this is a kind of hash function.
The token length and hash method are the Authentication Link
design matters. There are three input parameters for tgf . The
‘User ID’ and ‘Time’ are stored in token structure, but the
‘Device ID’ is only stored in the Authentication Link device
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each. The operator ⊕ is a set of binary operations for making
a input value to tgf with ‘User ID’, ‘Device ID’, and ‘Time’
in Eq.3.

Tokent = tgf(User ID ⊕ Device ID ⊕ Time). (3)

5) Optional PIN: The Authentication Link users can adapt
a PIN(Personal Identity Number) to their token optionally.
This is an additional function to use a more secure multi-
factor technique, or alternatively, it can operate like pure
token-based authentication in the event of disconnection or
failure of Authentication Link network. When a user ask a
PIN, the token generation IoT device should be able to issue
PIN, and token validation IoT device should have input facility
for the PIN and verify its validity. If this PIN is used only
for authentication without Authentication Link, and when the
network is restored to normal, a additional procedure should
be considered for notifying the previous device that the user
has been authenticated using the PIN.

E. Validation List

When an IoT device participates in Authentication Link,
it receives a ‘Device ID’, and the participant device could
create and manage a Validation List for authentication. The
token generation devices are responsible for responding to
an authentication request. The Table II shows an instance of
validation list for the Authentication Link at a time. The pair
of ‘User ID’ and ‘Time’ is key value.

When a new user connects to an Authentication Link device,
the present device requests the authentication of new user
to the past device. After this authentication process, present
device generates a token and inserts ‘User ID’, ‘Time’, and
‘Request’ record to Validation List. The first ‘Request’ value
is ‘0’. It means there is no request authentication for this user
yet. When this user connects other device, the other device will

request authentication for this user, and then the ‘Request’
value is updated to ‘1’. If there are another authentication
request from some devices, it means the token for this user
is copied or tampered illegally. In this case, the ‘Invalid’
response is transmitted to the device. In accordance with
this violation, this status should be notified to the user and
Authentication Link network depending on network design.
When the ‘Request’ value is ‘2’ and there are additional
authentication requests, it is also possible to accumulate a
‘Request’ value of ‘3’ or more.

Because Validation List cannot be maintained indefinitely,
each record could be deleted after a certain period of time.
There are three cases of record deletion by time-out, and
each time-out setting value is also an Authentication Link
design matter. The Fig. 4 is a flow diagram for Validation
List maintenance.

TABLE II
AN EXAMPLE OF VALIDATION LIST

User ID Time Request Remark

...
...

...
...

user001 1589158900 2 copied

user002 1589158959 1 ID requested

user002 1589158999 0 ID unrequested

...
...

...
...

F. The characteristics of Authentication Link

The Authentication Link is token based authentication
method. However, compared to the existing pure token based

Fig. 4. The Flow Diagram for Validation List Management
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authentication method, the Authentication Link has several
characteristics.

1) A series of authentications consist a link: Like the Eq. 1
and 2, the present state of someone through the authentication
link is based on the past authentication. Therefore, the each
authentication is defined recursively and logically relies on
initial certificate authority.

2) Sensitive to copying or tempering: There is a possibility
that a token might be copied or tampered with by a malicious
IoT device or user’s negligence. However, through the Au-
thentication Link procedures and Validation List management,
the Authentication Link network and user could immediately
recognize illegal token copying or tampering.

3) IoT authentication system: In an environment where a
server is a participant of an Authentication Link, it could
be implemented for a client-server architecture. However, the
main point is that the proposed architecture is conducted
between IoT devices. It makes an IoT device of a subject of
authentication, and could be an conceptual basis that a network
is an authentication system.

III. ISSUES TO OVERCOME

The authentication link is novel and human friendly archi-
tecture, nevertheless there are some challenges to solve some
issues due to the limitations of IoT network. Above all, IoT
devices have low processing performance, small memory size,
and small battery capacity. In the Authentication Link, the
network traffic would become very large. This causes tech-
niques to reduce network traffic and battery consumption [18].
Also, there is an issue of communication security between
IoT devices. However, this security problem is resolved by
communication security method, like a cryptography and this
issue is out of scope in this proposal.

When a sudden situation such as token tempering occurs
in the Authentication Link, a exceptional process is needed
to notify the entire network and prevent the tempered token
from being used any more. Similarly, if someone wants to
no longer use Authentication Link, who declares to the IoT
networks. Also, to start a new Authentication Link service, the
first token should be created with off-line certificate authority,
which can cause inconvenience to users.

IV. CONCLUSION

The digital authentication is very important in IoT/IoB envi-
ronment, and this proposed authentication architecture is suit-
able for IoT/IoB environments. Furthermore, this architecture
could be applied to other general networks or authentication
systems.

As prophesied by ’Being Digital’ [19], it seemed that every-
thing would be expressed and processed in digital. However,
the analogue persists. The metaverse and NFT(Non-Fungible
Token) are examples of efforts to implement analogue in a
digital environment. The Authentication Link is also based
on analogical concept. Digital would never stop admiring
analogue and try to be the same forever with bigger data and
higher performance systems.
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